Annexure 2

Environmental Health Risk Manasement Plan (EHRMP)

l.

Institutional Arrangements

(i)

Brief description of the proposed activity
to the Project entitled "To establish a ready network of clinical trial units
across the National Cancer Grid to promote multi-centric collaborative research in the field
of drug and device development" is to build and strengthen a network of clinical trial units
within NCG to promote multi-centric high quality trials for affordable therapy in oncology.
tt will include following activities-:
1 . Through survey assess the gaps in terms of human resources, equipment, pharmacy,
existing processes (patient database, registries, IT systems, record keeping, EC
approval timelines), storage and archival, SOPs, and training.
2. Training of the manpower on SOPs and GCP compliance on all clinical trial related
Aspects related

3.
4.

activities
Procurement of common equipment and software for documentation and research
Establishment of hardware and software setup for creating a software for the
registry - Have a common Electronic Data Capture platform for data capture,
storage and anaiysis and develop a common protocol for establishing REGISTRY
of the target population and identify Data elements to be collected - Indications
must include those for which biosimilars are being developed by Indian
manufacturers

5.
6.
(ii)

Report of collated REGISTRY data for all the diseases of all applicants of the
network - submitted to BIRAC
To make the sites ready for clinical trial conduct

List of environments related regulatory clearances required for the activity.
Kerala State Pollution Control Board- PCB/HO/TVM/ICO-R/06
Institutional
Yes No

Area of Risk
Is there a designated full-time staff
for Environment Health and Safety
(EHS) issues?

r

Details
Regional Cancer

Proposed Plan

Will adhere to SOPs.
fhe Hospital Safety
fhiruvananthapura lommittee will revie
my issues.
m (RCC) has
lefined SOPs in

CS

Centre,

olace.

Any other:
Will adhere to SOPs
RCC has definite
policies and

Does theEHS staff handle the following?
Occupational Health and Safety
fes
Waste Management
fes

procedures

List ofconsents and regulatory clearances fes
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Record keepmg ot'accrdents and
procedures
BHS trarnrngs tor statt
Environment Management
Framework compliance for
Innovate in India Proiect
Is there a reporting structure in place
regarding EHS issues?

(SOPs) in place.

fes
fes
fes

RCC has periodic fhe adverse /untoward
employee safety ncidents occurring in

Yes

orientation and
he Research Unit will
training. The
le reported.
employee and
trainer will
document
completion of the
safety orientation
and submit it to
the

Are regular EHS trainings provided to
staff?

Yes

I

lnstitutional Bio-Safety Committee
(rBSC)

Yes

b.

Ethics Committee (EC)

r

+.

administration.
Penodrcally as
EHS trainings
per staff
rrograms will be
category:
:onducted.
Nurses- Monthly
Lab staff -3
monthly
Engineering6monthly
Sompliance to IBSC
guidelines will be
ldhered to for all
lctivities
Ihe HEU IS
Ihe HEC meets once
constituted as per Ln two months (SOP
ICMR guidelines
lffached) but
and is registered
with the CDSCO :xpedited reviews are
(Registration No. :ossible and will be
ECR/21llnstlKerl lone when required.
2013/RR-19 valid All clinical trials will
till I't Apr 2024; rave CTRI
certificate
:egistration. Once
attached)
rpproved monitoring
rf rate of accrual,
rrotocol deviations if
my, adverse events
md annual status
:eviews will be carried
rut as standard.

ES

General Occupational Health anc Safetv
Area of Risk

Yes
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Are there Standard Operating Procedures
for accidents,
hazards, and other emergencies
(chemical spills, heat hazar ds, fi re
hazards, radioactive hazards etc.)?

3ompliance to

Flospital Safety
Manual, Fire

Yes

rospital policies will
re ensured.

safety Manual,

Laboratory Safety
Manual, Radiation
Safety Manual and
SOP.

Are the following in place?
Chcmical spill kits

Sompliance to

rospital policies will
re ensured.

Yes

Eye wash
Shower stations

Yes

First Aid Kit
Fire Extinguishers
Register of accidents and injuries
Are proper signage and storage system in

Yes

),lo

place?

Display of Material Safety Data Sheet
(MSDS) where relevant
Display of emergency numbers and
procedures (Pcrson to Contact, Doctor,
Arnbulance, Fire Emergency, Police)
displayed in all critical

Yes
Yes

fes

places

10.

l1

12.

fes

Are smoke detectors, fire alarms,
automatic safety/shut off systems,
overflow preventors, etc. in place and
regularly maintained?

fes

Are there control measures for VOC, air
emissions, high operating temperatures,
pathogens/vectors etc. in place?

r

Are regular mock drills conducted
for emergency preparedness and

3ompliance to hospital

;ystems are in

:nsured.

rolicies will be

rlace for all
aboratory reagent,
;pecimen and
riohazard
naterials and drug

Yes

Signage across the facility (labs,
storage, hazardous areas, etc.)
Are fl ammable materials appropriately
stored to prevent fire hazards?

proper signage
rnd storage
A.

;torage. MSDSrrepared in house

rr vendors provide
:he MSDS sheets
rnd are maintained
ry the user
lepartments.

Yes

List: RCC is
Ihese would be
equipped with all :egularly maintained
fire-fighting
with periodic checks.
systems and there
is training and
mock drill of the
same.

Control measures fhis would be
for air emission :eviewed periodically.

CS

etc are

maintained
Frequency
fhis will be followed
(Emergency Fire
per the schedule
safety and
:repared by the
evacuation drill :egulating
once in 6 months

fes

r

safety?

lepartment/office.
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13.

Are staff provided with OHS training?

Yes

Periodic training lraining will be
classes are
lrovided to all staff
conducted for
'ecruited in the project
staff.
vhich would be
ncluded in the annual
rlan.

A.rea

14.

of Risk

Biomedical Waste (BMW)
Details
Yes \o

Is there generation of biomedical waste
(as described in Bio-Medical Waste
Management Rules, 2016) in the
grantee?

Y CS

If Yes, provide
list of
biomedical

Proposed Plan
a

RCC has a MOU with

IMAGE,aventureby
.he Indian Medical

waste produced

A,ssociation to collect

in the facility1. Human
Anatomical

linen,

riomedical waste daily
md transport to a
lommon waste
nanagement facility.
All bio-hazardous,
:yto-toxic, sharp and
needle waste are
lisposed through
IMAGE. Needles are
lestroyed with burner
md autoclaving of
wastes are done by
IMAGE. Chemical
waste are treated and

mattresses,

Ciscarded.

beddings
contaminated

Research Unit

with blood or
body fluid.

procedure

Waste:

2. Soiled Waste
3. Expired or

Discarded
Medibines
4. Chemical
Waste
5. Chemical

Liquid Waste
6. Discarded

will

adhere to hospital

7.

Microbiology,
Biotechnology
and other

clinical
laboratory
waste:
8. Waste sharps

including
Metals,
syringes,
staples, surgical
blades
9 metallic
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implants-dental
and surgical

If No, provide
list of

a

all waste
produced in
the facility.

15.

Is there hained staff to handle
biomedical waste in the grantee?

Yes

16.

Has the grantee obtained authorization
from State Pollution Control Board

Yes

/Pollution Control Committee?

17

Is the biomedical waste segregated at
point of generation in the facility and

Yes

Biomedical waste Research Unit staff
handling trained
will be trained on
staff available
biomedical waste
rolicies.
Kerala State
Research Unit will
Pollution Control lollow hospital
Board
procedure.
PCB/HO/TVM/TC
c-R/06
Yellow FIuman
ill follow

bnu,o-i",

stored in suitable containers?

lwaste,

hoHed
[waste,

lexpired or

piscarded
[nedicines,

microbiolc

w,
biotechnol
ogy and
other

clinical
lab waste
Contamine
.ed waste
White Waste
Red

sharps

including
netals
Blue
lE.

Is the bar
waste in place?

Y"q

We are having bar Bar coding will be
code system for
regularly updated as
waste bag

oer

policy guidelines.

management.
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19.

ls the biomedical waste being sent to an Yes

Name and address

Research Unit

authorized common BMW facilitY?

of CBMWF:
RCC has a MOU
with IMAGE, a
venture by the
Indian Medical
Association

[ollow hospital

will

procedure and would
abide by them

rhroughout the
Project.

Distance from

facility:254kms
Frequency and
Mode of transport:

Daily collection in
closed vehicle.

Who transports?
Authorized staff of

IMAGE
20.

21.

22.

\o

Reason:

Is the treatment facility own

\A

Authorization:

(individual)?
Is the treatment facility a shared
facility in an industrial park?

NA

Distance of nearest

Does the grantee have an inhouse BMW treatment facility?

Are lab waste, microbiological waste
and chemical liquid waste pre-treated
before storing and sending to
treatment facilities according to
guidelines prescribed in BWM, 2016
regulations?
ls the liquid waste checked for
active cells before sending to
treatment plant?

Will continue to use
;he outsourced

Yes

CBWM from
facility:
Tvpes of treatment:
Iypes of treatment:
Autoclave
Chemical waste are
treated

with

hypochlorite before
disposal

lacility as mentioned
lbove as per hospital
policy with proper
and timely contract
renewals.

Unit will
lollow hospital
rrocedure for this
Research

project.

Iesearch Unit will
ibllow hospital
rrocedure for this

No

:roiect.
23.

Are necessary waste Pre-treatment
equipment in place?

fes

Do the equipment adhere to
prescribed norrns by State Pollution
Control Board (SPCB)?

Yes

List of equipment
(autoclaves,

Unit will
lollow hospital
Research

incinerators, etc.):

rrocedure and ensure
ldherence to SPCB

Autoclave

ronns for this

shredders,

Project.

Details of waste
pre- treatment:
Steam
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autoclaving and
surface cleaning
24.

25.

Are non-chlorinated plastic gloves
and bags phased out in the grantee?

Yes

Are grantee's personnel involved
in handling BMW provided with
regular training?

Yes

Ised gloves are

Ihis practice will be

isposed of in yellow
iohazard bags

lollowed.

Iraining will be
rrovided for staff
Trainer:Dr Swapna R handling BMW as
Nath
per hospital schedule
Addl Prof and Head
Division of
Microbiology
Frequency:Monthly

Regional Cancer
Centre,

Thiruvananthapuram
16.

27.

28.

Are medical examination provided to
personnel involved in BMW waste
handling and are they provided
with relevant immunization
like Hepatitis B and TelqqUs?Is a daily register for biomedical
waste maintained including
accident reporting record?

Yes

Are annual reports on BWM
submitted to SPCB as per required
form (see Bio-Medical Waste Rules

Yes

2016)?

ffi

{rea of Risk
)_9.

]0.

fes

Will continue with

of

medical
sxamination:
Annual

rrocedure and ensure
;ompliance among

Hard copy accident
:ecords are

fhis practice will be

naintained.

rpdated with
:onstant review.
Will ensure that this
;ompliance is done
regularly within the
limelines.

staff.

bllowed

Jploaded on SPCB

rebsite annually

(HV i)
Iet t{o Details

Is there generation of
hazardous waste (as per
Hazardous Waste Rules,
2016) in the grantee?

Is there trained staff in the facility to
identify and handle hazardous waste?

Frequency

and

Proposed Plan
Disposal shall be
lone as per BMWM

No

If No, provide

a

list

rules and hospital
procedure for other

of
all waste produced
in the facility:
Biomedical waste,
xylene, formalin,
seneral waste.

waste.

3iven that this
rroject involves
;reation of Network
lites and does not
involve generation of
any hazardous waste
this will not be
aoolicable to us.

NA
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Does the grantee have
authorization llom SPCB for

NA

Siven that this

rroject involves
;reation of Network
iites and does not
nvolve generation of
rny hazardous waste
.his will not be
rpplicable to us.
Given that this
project involves
:reatiou of Network
lites and does not
involve generation of
my hazardous waste
:his will not be
lpplicable to us.
Given that this
project involves
creation of Network
sites and does not
involve generation of
tny hazardous waste
lhis will not be
lpplicable to us.
Given that this
project involves
creation of Network
sites and does not
involve generation of
any hazardous waste
this will not be
apolicable to us.

hazardous waste?

)2.

Is there a secure location for storage of NA
HW with proper signage?
Arehazardous waste stored for more
\IA
than 90 days in the grantee's

Describe how each
item is stored

-

platforms, distances
from critical
installations/movem
ent areas, spill
collectors, gas

premises?

escape
)J.

Is the hazardous waste being send to
an authorized disposal facility or

facility, etc.

\A

user?

Is the disposal facility in house?
Is the disposal facility
extemal/outsourced?

34.

Is a register maintained on
production and treatment, and a
manifest system followed for
transport of hazardous waste from
the grantee to treatment facility?

E-Waste and Batteries
{rea of Risk
35.

Does the grantee generate ewaste, produce or manufacture

electrical and electronic
equipment?

NA

Yes

Yes

llo

Details

Proposed Plan

All items will be sent
Computer monitors, [o the authorized
CPUs, and keyboards recycler for proper
lisposal as per
Printers
hospital procedure.
Generates e-waste

Televisions
Phone batteries
(cordless and cell

phone)
Computer, tool,
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camera, and toy

batteries
Household batteries

(all sizes)
Batteries with lead
acid, such as car
batteries
Rechargeable

batteries
36.

Has the grantee obtained SPCB
authorization on ewaste?

Yes

Will ensure

Disposal is through
Govt of Kerala
luthorized agency :

ldherence to hospital
rolicy and procedure

Clean Kerala

Company Linited
State Municipal House
Near Chinmaya
Vidyaalya School
Vazhuthacaud,
f hiruvanathapuram-

37.

Does the grantee channelize the ewaste to authorized recycling or
disposal facility?

Yes

595010
\ame and address

Will ensure

rf disposal facility/

adherence to hospital
'ecycler: :
policy and procedure
llean Kerala
3ompany Linited
Jtate Municipal House
\ear Chinmaya
Vidyaalya School
Vazhuthacaud,

fhiruvanathapuram
.69s010
inhouse or

38.

39.

Does the manufacturing grantee have
Extended Producer Responsibility
system and EPR-authorization in
place?
Does the grantee practice reduction in
the usage ofhazardous substances in
the manufacture of electrical and
electronic equipment and its parts?

NA

rutsourced Facility:
Jutsourced
Describe:

Ihis is not applicable
:o us.

\IA

Ihis is not applicable
:o us.
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41.

Does the grantee provide detailed

information on the constituents of
the eqrripment and their
components/spares and declaration
of conformation to Reduction in
Hazardous Substances in the product
user documentation?
Does the grantee maintain a
record of collection, storage,
sale and transport of e-waste?

Ihis

NA

:o us.

lhe Engineering and Will continue to
lT divisions maintain naintain the records
lll record of collection nith scheduled

fes

;torage and transport

rf

42.

Does the grantee submit annual
reports on e-waste to SPCB?

is not applicable

e waste.

Euidelines.
Will ensure that this
:egular process is
maintained and

Yes

43.

Is there accident reporting and records
in place?

Yes

+4.

Are PPEs available to staffl

Yes

:eviews and will
rpdate the records as
rer the e-waste

:arried out
lhrouehout.
fhe adverse /untoward this will be
ncidents occurring in naintained, reviewed
rnd referenced as per
:he hospital are
lorTns.
:eported through the
lncident Reporting
System that are
:eviewed by the
Flospital Safety
:ommittee.
t{ecessary PPEs are

rvailable in stock for
he staff adequately

Ihe stock status of
PPE will be regularly
monitored and
procurement will be

lone in time to avoid
lny situation of stock
cut.

45.
46.

Is the grantee involved in manutacture
of batteries?
Does the grantee generate battery

No
Yes

waste?

Senerated through the Proper monitoring
.nverters, and
3eneration and

:quipments

47.

Does the grantee deposit the battery
waste to registered

Yes

Name and address
:attery waste

recyc ler/dealer/manufacturer/reconditio

receiving

ner/collection center?

:ntity:

of

of

lisposal of the
rattery waste shall be
lnsured.
Ihe e-wastes
:ollected will be
rutsourced for its
lisoosal bv
t

WK\'tr

Clean Kerala
Company Linited

Engineering Division

;omplying with the
Municipal House oroper process as per
Near Chinmaya
lorns.
Vidyaalya School
State

Vazhuthacaud,

fhiruvanathapuram
.695010
48.

In case of manufacturing, does the

\A

we are not
,nvolved in
A.s,

grantee comply to
Battery Management Rules 2000 and

3enerating Battery

ensure collection of old batteries?

not
lpplicable to us.
,rraste this is

Community Health and Safety and risk mitigation
Yes

49.

Safety Transportation Management
System (for transport

\o

Details

\A

We do not anticipate
We will ensure
lransport of hazardous proper care while

Of hazardous material)

rnaterials.' Authorized

yendor transport the

Proposed Plan

lransportation of
rafety hazardous

razardous material
material.
from RCC once every
50.

Emergency preparedness and
participation of local authorities and
potentially affected communities

lav.
N A Fire alarms and smoke
detectors are placed in
the entire hospital
premises. Emergency
escape path to the
outside of the building
is available in the on
each floor ofevery
building. In case of
eny spillages, the
IBSC will be informed

The local community
health workers and
community leaders
will be informed
about any issues that
can affect the

community. The
Emergency
Preparedness plan
will be executed as
per the SOP in place.

Is
per protocol, and

remedial measures

including
lecontamination of
;pillage site will be
Lmmediately

rndertaken. We do not
lnticipate any adverse
.mpact to either

rersonnel or the

'Nd&
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lnvironment.

Other
A.rea

of Risk

Yes

5l Does the grantee use any

fes

radioactive materials (isotopes
tracers, radiation equipment, etc)?
Does the grantee have appropriate
radioactive material and waste
storage and disposal system in

fes

place?

Are radioactive waming signs in

Proposed Plan

\(, Details
R.adiation equipment and
sotopes for oncology radiation
:herapv

naintained and updatec
nherever necessary.
A.ir quality will be
:hecked periodically as
ler norTns.
leriodic cleaning will

Yes

Are there any odor control
measures in place?

Yes

re done

54 Are fume hoods and exhausts
regularly checked and

maintained?
55 Does the grantee use DG set

be

fhese would be

fes

checked for microbial
contamination?
53

will

nonitored regularly as
)er nonns.
Ihe Radioactive waste from the A. review of the nonns
aboratories is disposed offas
reing followed shall be
rer regulations of the Atomic
lone.
Bnergy Regulatory Board
,AERB)

place?
52 Is the lab/room air regularly

lhese

>

leriodic maintenance,

Yes

:leaning and checks
15

KVA?
Does the grantee have consent for

DG > 15 KVA?
Are emissions from boilers
and DG sets regularly
monitored to be within the
prescribed norms?
56 Does the grantee have proper
disposal process for solid and
plastic waste in compliance to
Solid Waste Management Rules,
2016 and Plastic Waste
Management Rules, 2016?

fes
fes

\o

Yes

will be done.
Monitoring shall be
A.pproval obtained from the
lone and approvals
)ffice of the Chief Electrical
;hall be taken within
lnspector,Govt of KeralaB I 147 2 1 I 20 I 2 I CEll datel 2 I 09 I 20 I rrescribed timeline

RCC has an inhouse incinerator
for solid general waste. Plastics
are recycled through a vendor
contracts.

Will ensure proper
;egregation and

lisposal process is
reing followed. Timely
:enewals of the existing
:ontracts with the
uendors will be done.

M
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57 Is wastewater treated
separately by the grantee?
(Liquid waSte from

Yes

laboratory, chemicals,
fluids, solvents, medium
and cultures, coolants, etc.)

Types of wastewater:

Will ensure regular and

Treatment of
wastewater:

rroper treatment as per
norrns and existing
BWM Rules, 2016.

Chemical management in
wastewater treatment plants:

Are there sludge management and
cut off drains in place for
wastewater?

fhe sludge

\L

management and cut
rff drains will be
generated and treated
ls per the BMW 2016
rules.

58

Are necessary provisions for noise
cancellation in place?

Yes

Describe:

Will ensure that this
risk does not arise
dapting proper

:xisting measures and
:reating more such
measures if required in
59 Are there any settlements, water
bodies, cultivated land, or any
other eco-sensitive areas near the
grantee's premises?

Yes

future
All precautions will be
in place to prevent
disturbances or harm to
the residences nearby.

Describe: settlements
Distance from premises:
500nr

Will follow RCC
60 Are there any buffers, fire vehicle
routes in the grantee's premises?

SOP.

fhere are no buffers, fire vehicle fhese facilities in place
'outes in premises. Every
lt the Institute will be
maintained regularly
ruilding has the neon signage
,or the building fire tender
md upgraded as
novement routes and exit routes necessary.
rn each floor as per the
)epartment of Fire safety
'equirements.
fhe smoke detectors are
nonitored in the Fire Control
loom. A fire Alarm Board is
ncorporated in every
lepartment, the Glass of which
s to be broken in case an
)mergency.
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